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Abstract: The application of community informatics-assisted urban planning and design is still rear in the Finnish context. The aim of the article is to present and discuss the potentials of community informatics for participatory planning and design, as well as for ICT-mediated participation in general. The article is based on a case study on the co-design of a shared yard at the Roihuvuori Youth Centre, in Helsinki. The application of ICT meant in this case that the local website with specific tools, such as the Urban Mediator, was used as a platform and a medium to co-create, share and distribute information concerning the progress of the design of the yard. We argue that CI-assisted participatory planning and design provide a viable perspective and significant tangible and intangible contributions to ICT-mediated participation in urban issues. The perspective also enhances the learning of digital citizenship skills among young people, if the process is well organised and facilitated.
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Introduction

The inclusion of stakeholders in planning processes is referred to with different names both in practice and theory, such as collaborative, communicative, deliberative and community planning. Urban planning is also opening up to the use of ICTs as a major tool for citizen participation. However, the application of community informatics-assisted urban planning is still rare in the Finnish context. Community informatics (CI) means, according to Gurstein (2007), the application of ICTs for the empowerment of local people and communities. As we have conducted several case studies on ICT-mediated planning and community development in a neighbourhood of Helsinki, we are interested in the question concerning the characteristics and consequences of CI-assisted participatory planning and design and its added value to ICT-mediated citizen participation.

We use the term *ICT-mediated citizen participation in urban issues* as a neutral concept, because it is not tied to any particular field of study, contrary to *e-participation*, which is very much linked to government and European Union jargon. ICT-mediated citizen participation comprises aspects of e-participation, e-planning, e-activism, community informatics, and CI-assisted participatory planning and design (see Figure 1).
According to Medaglia (2007), the digital terminology is quite fuzzy and needs further definition (see also Macintosh & Whyte 2007). E-participation is closely tied with e-democracy and e-governance (OECD 2002). E-participation, which promises to lead to a more participatory form of democracy, is applied in e-voting, e-referendums, e-initiatives, e-consultations, e-petitions, and e-party meetings. E-participation can be direct or indirect. Its scope of impact ranges from the reception of information, via consultation to real participation or transaction, such as e-voting, and blogging (McCaughey & Ayers, 2003). The same kind of ladder of participation can also be applied in e-planning. However, e-planning is not usually included in the e-family, as the field itself is still in a phase of construction (Nunes in press). Grassroots and citizen-driven approaches to ICT-mediated participation include e-activism and community informatics. E-activism refers to the use of ICTs and online tools that support the activities of self-organized citizen movements. Community informatics focus on the empowerment of communities and on the support of community development processes. CI can also be seen as an enabler of activism (Gurstein 2007).

ICT-mediated citizen participation should, in our opinion, be approached holistically. CI-assisted participatory planning and design offer an interesting perspective in this respect, as it enables the integration of a range of participatory methods and processes. It also means that urban planning is seen as embedded in community development and local governance (Figure 2). The aim of our article is to present and discuss the potentials of community informatics for participatory planning and design, as well as for ICT-mediated citizen participation in general. We will also elaborate its consequences for the empowerment of young people.

The presentation is based on a case study of the co-design of a shared neighbourhood yard around the Roihuvuori Youth Centre, in Helsinki. We argue that CI-assisted participatory planning and design provide a viable perspective and significant contribution to ICT-mediated participation in urban issues. We start by framing our theoretical approach after which we proceed to the description of the case study. We conclude by discussing our research questions.

**Framing the theoretical approach**

The complexities of urban problems usually require an integrative framework that is built from different perspectives. The framing of our theoretical approach comprises an examination of community informatics and its relationship to the participatory processes of planning and design within the bigger context of ICT-mediated citizen participation.
Community Informatics – a field in flux

The basic definition of Community Informatics (CI) as the application of ICTs for enabling and empowering community processes (Gurstein 2007) is still quite open. CI is still a field in flux with ongoing discussions in terms of what issues and concepts should be included or excluded.

CI strives to bring to communities such Information Systems (IS) that might be able to translate the essence of how the community functions or should function. Thus, it is hypothesized that CI facilitates the self-development, self-management and empowerment of the (local) community (Gurstein 2007). Historically, CI has adopted Management Information Systems (MIS) as its model and has attempted to articulate its own strategies and techniques by transferring relevant MIS-strategies from the realm of corporations to that of communities. Therefore, CI addresses the potentials to develop Information Systems for empowering communities, in the same way as MIS has tried to empower management and corporate organisations (Gurstein 2007). CI has also a strong civic drive. It attempts to counterattack the commercialised Internet environment by emphasising the relevance of local and public presence and by advocating the need for communities to be in control of their own web portals, applications and tools.

CI is also particularly concerned with the question of the Digital Divide and the use of ICT by lessfavoured groups worldwide. In addition, CI is often associated with efforts that aim at the empowerment of rural communities instead of the urban ones. Gurstein (2007) points out that it is more difficult to identify the “community” in urban contexts and the consequent need for appropriate CI-applications, tools and sites. However, we believe that it is the "urban CI", which can enhance ICT-mediated citizen participation in important environmental issues of everyday life. This implies the enhancement of the development, maintenance and sustainability of ICT tools for participation. We believe that CI provides new opportunities for digitally mediated participation by bringing forth questions that concern the role of informatics for communities. CI also offers a community-driven approach to the design and use of ICT, in contrast to the traditional top-down approach to ICT tools for participation. Last but not least, CI can help communities to become truly glocal, by providing them local and translocal networks that might influence global affairs (Horelli & Wallin, 2009).

Due to its background in information systems science, CI seems to imply at times a technology-utopian attitude (Pitkin 2001). Therefore, the embedding of CI in a larger framework, such as participatory planning and design, might be beneficial for both the development of CI and its outcomes for the community.

CI in the context of participatory planning and design

It is important to recognize that some of the issues related to citizen participation in general, and to ICT-mediated participation in particular, are planning issues. Due to the increasing complexity of issues to be solved, urban planning can be viewed as closely embedded in community development and local governance (Wallin & Horelli forthcoming; see Figure 2). As community development addresses issues that are related to the self-organization and self-management of communities, it is naturally linked to Community Informatics (Gurstein 2007). Local governance refers to the management and leadership processes of local decision-making bodies, but also to the informal networks, local fora, projects and working groups that “govern” local affairs. The foci of expanded or embedded

1 Community can mean 1. a territorial unit 2. a local or translocal community of interest 3. a virtual community. The focus of CI is the local, territorial community which, however, comprises various local and translocal communities of interest. Some of them are virtual.
urban planning are, besides traditional land use and zoning, also the conditions for socio-technical networks, assisted by urban and community informatics (Foth 2009; Gurstein 2008). The implementation of planning takes place, besides building, also through the communication and co-ordination of activities.

The application of ICTs in this expanded view of urban planning provides a special locus for, what Wallin and Horelli (forthcoming) present as user-sensitive service design. In this paper, we propose a more generic view and consider all participatory design processes as bridge builders between urban planning, community development and local governance (see Figure 2). These processes can include the co-creation of common urban space, communal and public services, as well as digital or hybrid tools for citizen participation. The processes related to the latter are what Gurstein refers to as: “appropriating, integrating and repurposing existing technology as community supports, while equally facilitating the development of technologies which in their very design reflect the specific ontology of communities.” (2007,39). This resonates with what Lucy Suchman (1994) refers to as “artful integrations”, or practices that relate to the integration of hybrid systems of different devices and technical systems. Karasti and Syrjänen (2004) use the terms “artful infrastructuring” or the blurring of boundaries between use, tailoring, maintenance, reuse, and design. These definitions also bring forth the relevance of Participatory Design$^2$ for CI systems (Carroll & Rosson 2007).

![Figure 2: The general participatory design$^2$ approach acts as a bridge builder that embeds urban planning in community development and local governance through a variety of methods and tools (adapted from Wallin and Horelli, forthcoming).](image)

Participatory urban planning means in general a planning approach that advocates and facilitates the inclusion of stakeholders in the planning process. Such approaches have been frequent, although not mainstream, since the 1960’s. With the communicative “turn” in planning in the 1980’s and 1990’s, participatory planning has become a theoretical, if not a practical norm, in many countries (Healey 1997).

---

$^2$ We differentiate in this article between participatory design, which refers to the general participatory design processes, and Participatory Design. The latter is a field of inquiry and practice that promotes stakeholder participation in the design of information and computer systems (e.g. Kensing and Bloomberg 1998).
Participatory planning makes use of a variety of enabling tools, which can be classified as diagnostic, expressive, conceptual, organisational and political (Horelli 2002; Figure 3). They enhance the transactions and knowledge creation of the stakeholders during the phases of participatory planning. These tools can, in fact, be regarded as different types of patterns that can be chosen for different purposes depending on the context (Schuler 2008; de Moor 2009).

Participatory planning becomes e-planning when participatory activities are expanded beyond face-to-face interaction to include ICT-mediated interaction that is independent of spatial and temporal constraints. Participatory e-planning can be defined as a socio-cultural, ethical, and political practice in which women and men, young and older people take part offline and online in the overlapping phases of the planning and decision-making cycle (Horelli and Wallin in press).

We have been applying a particular version of participatory planning, called the learning-based network approach to planning and community development (Lena; Horelli 2006). In this approach, the cycle of participatory planning is seen as a locus for learning and capacity building for the engaged stakeholders (Horelli 2002). When participation is seen as a continuous learning process, the resulting empowerment of the individual through competence building will foster confidence in further participation (Horelli 2002; Koskinen & Paloniemi in press). Thus, the learning process can also be enhanced by applying tools, such as ICTs, in a way that increases the understanding of the use, adoption and even adaptation of the ICT tools.

Figure 3: A schema of the methodological approach to participatory planning and design

---

3 E-planning can refer to the: 1) provision and delivery of planning services (building permits etc.) 2) offline planning with e-tools as one technique 3) co-production and application of e-tools and platforms in community development 4) planning of virtual objects and spaces with e-tools (for example in Second Life). E-planning in this article refers to the second and third type comprising both online and offline planning activities.
Application of CI-assisted participatory planning and design in a shared neighbourhood yard

Roihuvuori, a residential area of 7400 inhabitants, is situated 10 km east of the centre of Helsinki. It is part of the bigger mixed-use area of Herttoniemi in which we have conducted action research since 2004 (Wallin & Horelli forthcoming; Horelli & Wallin in press). The Roihuvuori Youth Centre and its surrounding yard are rented by the Youth Centre from the Helsinki Real Estate Department. The need to co-design the 6500 m$^2$ yard came up in the Local forum meeting in December 2008, which was held at the Roihuvuori Senior Centre, next to the Youth Centre. A fenced part of the yard is in active use by a local kindergarten that uses the Youth Centre building in the mornings. The rest of the yard is open to everybody, but only the western corner is in active use, by a group of local alcoholics. The yard is not maintained and trees and shrubbery have grown wild between granite rock formations, typical of the south of Finland.

The preparation for the co-design and planning of the yard were made in a series of meetings at the Youth Centre in which the Youth Centre and kindergarten staff, representatives of local projects, members of the neighbourhood association, researchers (us), as well as local officials from different city departments took part. This group chose CI-assisted participatory planning as the strategy for the project.

The planning of the yard officially started in February 2009, when the Helsinki Real Estate Department agreed to hire an architect to facilitate the co-design and to make the preliminary plans on the basis of the negotiations and dialogue with the stakeholders. The phase of co-design lasted six weeks. Funding for the implementation was sought from a special neighbourhood fund that granted money to city departments. At the end of the co-design, in June 2009, the City granted 450 000 Euros for the implementation of the yard.

The role of the researchers was to facilitate, monitor and assess the CI-assisted participatory processes. The participatory action research strategy was influenced by the theoretical framework described in this article. It guided the methodology that comprised the application of different enabling tools (e.g. paper map annotations, wiki design, Urban Mediator) and data gathering techniques (observations and focus group interviews). The research questions were: What are the outcomes of the CI-assisted participatory planning? What did the young participants learn? What kind of role does CI play in the project?

Traditional and ICT-mediated participation hand in hand

Participatory planning is not a common practice in Helsinki, where the official municipal planning is mostly top-down. However, the manager and the employees of the Youth Centre wanted to involve adolescents and also other potential users of the yard in the co-design of what would be a place for recreation and exercise. This served the goal of improving the integration of the Youth Centre in the community, which so far had not been welcomed by the residents. The yard was also supposed to serve the day care activities of young children in the mornings. Consequently, the kindergarten staff wished to involve young children and their parents in the co-design of the yard. The representatives of the local projects wanted to increase spaces of physical activities for different age groups, including seniors who used the Senior Service centre, next door.

---

4 The Youth Department of Helsinki maintains several local Youth Centres, which are open for young people in the age of 9 to 18 years. Besides being open meeting places, supervised by youth instructors, the centres also offer various activities ranging from computer and Internet use to theatre and dance.
Co-design workshops were organised for six different groups: adults, seniors, pre-school children (two groups), young children’s parents, and adolescents. The main method was the “walk around the block” and the annotation of the ground plan by using red and yellow post-its. In addition, a so called “wiki design” session was organised for the residents by Peter Tattersall, a student of architecture. Even a discussion with some of the alcoholics was arranged.

In addition to the enabling methods described above, community informatics was applied to expand the face-to-face participatory process, by involving residents and particularly adolescents in the strategic use of online tools. The Internet was thought to provide opportunities to those who did not take part in the workshops. The neighbourhood association of Roihuvuori maintains the local website (roihuvuori.com), which runs on a platform provided by the Helsinki Association of Neighbourhoods, Helka (Horelli & Wallin in press). Most of the content of the website was published by a volunteer Webmaster, but the discussion forum was open for all parties.

In order to translate the ground plans annotated by different age groups into annotated online maps, and to share and distribute information concerning the different perspectives to the yard, we proposed the application of the Urban Mediator software (Saad-Sulonen and Suzi 2007; Saad-Sulonen 2007). Urban Mediator (UM) is a framework that enables to create, collect and share location-based information. (see http://um.uiah.fi). UM is an example of CI applications, even though it is still a research tool in beta phase. It is hosted by the University of Art and Design rather than by a community. UM offers a set of tools that enables users to set up topics of interest in order to collect location-based information. The topics are managed and maintained by the users or groups of users themselves (see Figure 4).

**Figure 4:** Ideas of the youth group on the ground plan of the site (left) and the architect’s proposal (right). These can be accessed on [http://um.uiah.fi/hki](http://um.uiah.fi/hki)

---

5 Wiki design is inspired by Wikipedia on the web. Instead of co-writing articles, the participants can propose design and planning ideas by using different objects and symbols, such as lego blocks, candies, magazine pictures, cardboard and paper, which are placed on a scaled model of the area in question (Tattersall 2009).

6 The alcoholics did not participate in the co-design activities. They were eventually offered new spaces with access to treatment by the social workers.
Young people learning digital citizenship

Besides involving the young people in urban design, the instructors of the Youth Centre wanted to provide them with a work-experience type of activity by organizing a series of ten participation events for them. This was thought to activate more adolescents to visit the centre, which was relatively new in the area. The Roihuvuori Youth Centre has a computer room with four PCs, which made it easy to integrate the use of ICT in the activities of the group. The instructors also thought that the adolescents might become technology experts in the project.

A group of seven young people was recruited by the youth instructors during one of their regular field trips to the local school. The chosen group comprised two boys and five girls in the age of 13 to 17 years. The group met at the Youth Centre ten times during two months. The sessions lasted between two and a half to three hours on Friday afternoons. The program of the sessions was set up by the Youth instructors, in collaboration with one of us, who acted as the technology and media facilitator (see Appendix 1). The goals of the sessions were to get the adolescents acquainted with one another, to collaborate with other participants, to analyse the yard, and to learn how to handle various ICT tools.

The last planning session comprised a collective self-assessment. The youth instructor and the researchers discussed with the adolescents what they had learnt. The group gave many positive answers ranging from technical skills (the Urban Mediator tool), via planning and design skills (how to transform what appears as an ugly yard into a nice place), to collaborative work and consensus-building skills (working in groups). They also stressed the importance of personal growth, as well as emotional and cognitive skills (overcoming shyness, increased confidence in oneself, ability to network with other adolescents and with adults; see Appendix 1). Consequently, the CI-assisted participatory planning and co-design were an opportunity to learn on different fronts that empowered the adolescents to become both expert users and active persons, e.g. digital citizens (see Figure 5).

![Figure 5: The youth group learned important skills relevant to digital citizenship by increasing both participation abilities and the knowledge of ICT use](image)

The involvement of young people in the participatory design (the workshop, the Wiki design session, and the final presentation event) opened up new realities of collaborative planning, including the necessity to work with people that they would not normally interact with. The face-to-face interactions enabled them to realize that adult residents, architects, and even people they considered as having authority (for example the director of the Youth Centre) are, after all, not as one of them had feared, “thinking machines”. The adolescents confessed at the end of the project that they had been surprised by the informality of the process, although they realized that it was a serious endeavour.
The use of the Urban Mediator enabled the young people to think and act as masters of technology, instead of being passive users and mere consumers (Gurstein 2001; 280). The Urban Mediator, which had been developed with a co-design approach, has a set of flexible features that enable the user to tailor the functionalities according to their own needs (Saad-Sulonen and Suzi 2007; Botero & Saad-Sulonen 2008; Saad-Sulonen & Botero 2008; see Figure 4). The handling of these tools required the adolescents to be active decision-makers, who had to simultaneously address strategies of collaborative action, as well as to appropriate the technology in order to support these strategies. For example, the group chose together a shared username and a password so that anybody from the group could edit and moderate their Urban Mediator topics. This obliged the group to experience a process of building common understanding of their responsibilities towards the information to be published via UM. It also triggered the building of collaborative ownership of their project. The group did not want to appoint a topic administrator, but preferred a situation where anyone could be the administrator.

Despite the fact that this project did not further the co-design of the Urban Mediator, some of the young participants expressed, however, ideas for refining it and making it more attractive for young people. When they were asked, whether they would be interested in participating in the co-design sessions of UM development, they responded positively.

The catalytic role of community informatics

Koskinen and Paloniemi (in press) have presented a model of Environmental Policy Action as a Social Learning Process in which two alternative paths to participatory processes exist. The first one is involvement, which means organised encouragement. The second one is authentic participation, which is self or group motivated. We can similarly regard CI-assisted participatory planning and co-design as a form of social learning and empowerment. This project provided both involvement of young people and authentic participation that was self and group motivated (see Appendix 1).

One of the shyer girls told us that she had developed more confidence in voicing her opinions. And an assertive boy said that he had learned to listen more to others.

The role of CI was significant as a catalyst of collective behaviour in the group (see also Rettie 2008). In order to find design solutions, the youth group used a diversity of channels to find information and also to involve their peers to the process. First, the group got acquainted with the CI-type of tools, such as the UM, and learned to apply them. They used the UM to ask others to mark on a map of Helsinki interesting places that can provide inspiration for the design of the yard. The group also made use of other ICT-based information channels, such as Facebook and IRC Galleria7 platforms, in order to inform others of the co-design. The young people acted as, what Wellman et al. (2003) label, “portals”. Each young person in the group diffused information about the participatory project and invited members of their own networks to join the co-design via their accounts on social media sites.

The CI-assisted participatory planning approach also created what Percy-Smith (2006) refers to as spaces for dialogue between the young and adults. One of the young participants had, since the first sessions, expressed the idea of a graffiti wall for the yard. He discussed this idea with the other group members, the youth instructors and the different adults whom he encountered in the process. The graffiti wall, which is controversial in the context of Helsinki, became part of the group’s own proposal and was later included in the architect’s plan. This plan was available for comments via the Urban Mediator. One of the comments, left by an adult resident, showed that not all adults are against the ideas of the young:

7 IRC Galleria (http://irc-galleria.net) is a Finnish web platform that enables the creation of one’s own online diary. It is popular among teen-agers.
“The proposal looks generally good, this graffiti wall is a daring bet and even though it probably has its opponents, I believe that the adolescents will like it”.

The youth group also used the video platform Floob (www.floobs.com) for online and real-time broadcasting of the presentations in the final session (see Appendix 1). The young acted as technical experts for the whole neighbourhood, providing it with the possibility to follow the session via the neighbourhood web site in which a video window was embedded.

In sum, the youth group put efforts on many fronts and learnt different skills in order to address the complex situation of their own participation and to involve other young people. It was apparent that several aspects of ICT-mediated participation, such as e-planning, use and appropriation of existing ICT tools and social media, development of new features and tools, came into play. They reinforced both each other and the participatory endeavour as a whole.

However, the application of CI did not succeed in engaging the whole community of Roihuvuori. In spite of efforts to mobilise diverse groups, only a small minority of the residents came to the different meetings and used the online tools. The design process had even an adverse effect, as a citizen movement was started by parents of small children who wanted to preserve a former open-air playground and who regarded the co-design project as a threat to their cause. Important question therefore remain: how should participation itself be organised and designed and how should the political conflicts of power be dealt with (Susskind et al. 1999; Sibbett 2002; Fortunati 2009).

Conclusions

On the basis of the theoretical framework and the case study presented in this paper, one of the characteristics of CI-assisted participatory planning and design is that the application of the different participatory design processes enhances the embedding of urban planning in both community development and local governance (see Figure 2). Participatory design of both the yard and the application of CI cuts through urban planning, community development and governance, depending on the different stages of the planning process and its implementation. Another characteristic is that the socio-cultural and political process of participatory planning and design has to be enhanced by both traditional and ICT-tools in complementary ways. Thirdly, the use of multiple channels for the gathering and diffusion of information seems important.

The consequences of CI-assisted participatory planning and design can imply, besides concrete results in the form of a design in which the stakeholders can find at least some of their important ideas, diversified experiences of learning. If the planning process is continuous and comprises several sessions, it is possible to build capacity in digital citizenship skills, as was the case with the youth group in the case study.

The added value that CI-assisted participatory planning and design seems to provide for ICT-mediated citizen participation in urban issues is that it involves a step towards a more holistic perspective. Whereas the OECD and also European Union jargon around e-participation is closely tied to top down definitions of democracy (e-voting, e-petitions etc.), CI brings forth a local and collective bottom-up perspective. It is evident that the integration of CI and participatory planning and design enrich traditional urban planning, which turns into e-planning. On the other hand, e-planning provides significant tangible and intangible contributions to ICT-mediated citizen participation.

The future challenges comprise the need to identify and define the range of relevant trans-disciplinary approaches that can address issues of ICT-mediated participation holistically and in a citizen-driven manner.

---

8 The aim is to involve the young people also in the implementation of the yard next summer.
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Appendix 1

The table lists the process of young people’s involvement in the planning of the neighbourhood yard, with their own feedback and the general learning issues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sessions</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Feedback from participants</th>
<th>Learning issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Session 1</td>
<td>- Presentation of oneself and motivations for joining the project - First encounter with the yard</td>
<td>(+) satisfaction with familiar faces and that “normal” and “real” people are involved (not just “boring types”)</td>
<td>- Importance of getting to know each other - Overcoming uncertainty in terms of joining a new group and the project</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Session 2 | - First attempt to create a UM topic | (-) only three participants in the session which made it difficult to make decisions | - Writing a text of the project is difficult  
- Learning by doing  
- Development of technical skills |
|-----------|-------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------------------------------|---------------------------------------------|
| Session 3 | - Refining an explanatory text of UM topic (groups of 2)  
- Making links and explanatory texts in the IRC gallery | (+) good feeling /best feeling so far  
(+) working in groups of two helps  
(+) the competition idea gave a nice feeling | - Group work  
- Ability to understand the strategy of participation  
- Proposal to org. a competition at school in order to get ideas from other young people, in addition to the use of UM  
- Development of technical skills |
| Session 4 | - Examination of the material  
- Being interviewed by a reporter from the Youth Department | (+) best session  
(+') got a good idea of what young people really want  
(-) no checking of the places mentioned by other young people | - Ability to analyze the collected material  
- Ability to present the project and the group’s perspective to strangers |
| Session 5 | - Participatory planning workshop with the architect  
- Translation of proposals to UM | (+) the architect was a nice guy  
(+') it was good to be able to see exactly what the relevant ideas were  
(-) too little time | - Ability to work in a group and to build consensus  
- Ability to articulate design-related ideas  
- Ability to work with a professional  
- Dev. of technical skills |
| Session 6 (extra) | - Participation in the wiki design session organized for the Roihuvuori residents | (+) a lot of nice people  
(+') nice to use materials like cardboard and legos  
(+') easy to work with adults  
(-) too little time  
(-) difficult to build on the proposals of other people  
(-) those who could not take part in the session were sad | - Ability to collaborate with adults  
- Ability to work with and build on the ideas of other age groups |
| Session 7 | - Checking of comments on UM  
- Advertising the final presentation in the IRC Gallery and Facebook  
- Getting acquainted with the real time, online video broadcast platform | (+) Floobs was fun | - Writing info texts about a public event in one’s own language, targeted at one’s own age group |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session 8</th>
<th>Floobs</th>
<th>(+/-) stress related to the public presentation</th>
<th>(-) difficulties in writing the script for the presentation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| - Preparation of the presentation for the final event  
- Practicing of video recording and Floobs | | - Dev. of technical skills | - Learning how to make a public presentation and to communicate the group's message |
| Session 9 | - Final presentation meeting (architect presents his plans, youths present the process they have followed) | (+) own presentation  
(+ the architect’s proposal  
(+ the small size of the audience  
(-) no introductions and shaking hands when people came in | - Learning about participatory planning processes, actors and activities involved  
- Becoming confident to speak in public |
| Session 10 | - Collective assessment of the whole process, - - - Interviewing of young people by the researchers - --- Viewing of the video recording of the wiki design and the final event | (+) what was done felt important  
(+ the process was successful  
(+ collaboration and group work was successful  
(+ it was a serious project  
(+ learned a lot | - Learning how to reflect on the whole process and to pinpoint what was learnt |